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Introduction - Why doing this study  

As a student aspiring to be a cellist, it is essential to conduct an in-depth research 
on works for cello. There are many famous composers such as J.S.Bach, J.Haydn,  
L.Beethoven, J.Brahms, A.Dvořák, C. Saint-Saëns, R. Schumann, S.Prokofiev, 
S.Rachmaninoff, D.Shostakovich and P.I. Tchaikovsky who wrote wonderful piec-
es for cello. In my opinion however students and musicians are putting more em-
phasis on improving their playing techniques and philosophy, but not on the main 
theme, structure, and theoretical aspect of the work.  Therefore, I chose to study 
main theme and structure of the Variations on a Rococo Theme, Op.33, for cello by 
P.I. Tchaikovsky.  

My objectives of this paper is to study Variations’ history and as a cellist, to learn 
about how to play it gracefully and with high technical skill.  
 
In this paper I studied the Fitzenhagen’s edition. In my subsequent papers, I am 
conducting further research comparing the original version with Fitzenhagen’s 
version. History of the Variations on a Rococo Theme, Op.33, for cello by 
P.I.Tchaikovsky was briefly mentioned by Ginsburg (1965).  There is no thorough 
study on the subject found either on internet or in related books and papers which 
drew my attention. There is plenty of information found on this work in English 
and in Russian. However, there is no research done in Mongolian. I think this piece 
is the best among Tchaikovsky’s musical works written for cello. What I meant to 
say is that at the finals of international cellists’ contests, this piece can be played 
with orchestra instead of concerto. Therefore, studying this piece and giving my 
own analysis is practically and theoretically helpful for students and musicians.  By 
giving information on its historical aspects, it can be a reference to the students 
who are studying works for cello.  

The structure of the paper. The paper consists of introduction, 2 chapters with 3 
sections, conclusion bibliography and musical note examples.  

Chapter 1, the Rococo style is discussed.  

Origin and historical development of Rococo style  

Chapter 2, discusses the Variations on a Rococo Theme, Op.33, for cello by P.I. 
Tchaikovsky          

History of the Variations on a Rococo Theme of P.I.Tchaikovsky 

Study on the Variations on a Rococo Theme, Op.33, for cello by P.I. Tchaikovsky  
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Chapter 1 The Rococo style 

1.1 Development and history of the Rococo style  
In early 18th century, a new artistic movement with unique characteristics 
emerged1.  It gained popularity from 1720 to 1755 in France. Rococo style artists 
used love, affection and royal elegance in their art piece.  For instance, this era 
paintings often depicted nobles in fancy clothes and royal gentlemen and ladies full 
of love and joy in beautiful nature.  The word “Rococo” is made up of rocaille 
which means seashell in French and Italian word, barocco, meaning peculiar. Ro-
coco era used seashell-shaped pattern in artworks with elegant embellishment. 
Rococo is believed to be first developed in decorative art and interior design. Soon 
it spread to architecture, paintings and sculpture. The style influenced all art forms 
of 18th century which you can see from decorative art, interior design, paintings, 
sculpture and music from that era2. For example, rococo made its print on smaller 
objects as home furniture and porcelain figures than the imposing Baroque archi-
tecture and sculpture. Royals of that time wanted their home interior to be elegant-
ly embellished and decorated; therefore, rococo style affected metal works, porce-
lain figures and home furniture. It can be seen from porcelain furniture, beautifully 
made candle holders, salt and pepper shakers and elegant carpet designs. As for 
interior design, indoor decoration mainly employed widely spread flower, fire 
flame and seashell patterns. Rococo style interior looks one fancy complete design. 
Furniture like chairs, table and mirrors were beautifully carved is seen from Soli-
tude Palace in Stuttgart, Germany (see Fig. 1) and Oranienbaum, the china palace 
in Saint Petersburg, Russia (see Fig.2,3).   

Rococo made its influence mostly on decorative art, however, its impact on paint-
ing can be seen from works of  Jean Antoine Watteau (see Fig.4), main representa-
tive of Rococo style, as well as Francois Boucher (see Fig.5) and Jean Honore Fra-
gonard’s (see Fig.6) artworks. Rococo painters also used elegant patterns at large 
and fairy tale like love is often their main theme.  

Another art form with rococo influence is sculpture and Etienne Maurice Falconet 
(see Fig.7) is main figure in the field. Love and joyful air made its way to sculpture 
as well.  Edme Bouchardon’s art pieces are clear examples of it.  

Rococo style definitely had big influence on music. Elegant and humorous charac-
teristics of the style rolled in to music. One of the important composers of this era, 
with no doubt, is French composer Francois Couperin3. His rococo styled pieces 
are particularly well-known among his countless musical works. You can hear 
distinctive features of rococo style from his works. His composition has main 
sound with lots of ornamentation and shorter notes which complements the main 
notes such as mordent, grace note, grupetto and trill.  In my opinion, employing all 
these ornamentation in his music distinctively characterized rococo features. His 
musical works have very peculiar titles such as “The Mysterious Barricades” ”Vo-
luptuous” “The Seductress” and “Amusements” etc.4 Humorous air can be seen 
from these titles.  Rococo style made its influence on many more composers. One 

                                                
1 Bra böckers lexikon-19 PORS ROT. p324,325 
2 http://global.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/506448/Rococo-style  
3 Francois Couperin and The Perfection of Music by David Tunley. p 15-16, p 106-107 
4 Ina Lange. Från Rokokotidens Musikliv. p 144  
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of them is Italian composer Domenico Scarlatti5. He wrote beautiful rococo style 
pieces for piano and keyboard instruments. Like Couperin, Scarlatti used many of 
those musical ornamentation methods.  

 

Chapter 2. The Study on the Variations on 
a Rococo Theme, Op.33, for cello and or-
chestra by P.I.Tchaikovsky 

2.1The history of the Variations on a Rococo Theme, 
Op.33, for cello and orchestra by P.I.Tchaikovsky  
I think The variations on a Rococo Theme, Op.33, for cello and orchestra is not in 
a form of sonata, however, it is the only work which came close to a concerto 
among works for cello.  Tchaikovsky wrote this piece for Wilhelm Fitzenhagen, 
a German cellist and fellow-professor at the Moscow Conservatory in December 
18766. In his letter to his brother, A.I.Tchaikovsky, on December 16th, 1876, he 
said “I’m writing variations for cello and orchestra”. The variation was composed 
with his impression from the performance by Davidoff whom he respected as both 
a musician and an individual and called him “king of all cellists”7.   

In total, this work has two editions8. First one is composer’s own edition which is 
composed in clavier (cello, piano) form. Second edition came out as a result of 
editor, Fitzenhagen’s changes, especially in cello part. This version which was 
performed many times when the composer was alive has different sequence and 8th 
variation was eliminated. December 30th, 1877 Moscow performance was the only 
time when the variation was performed in its original version. Later on April 24th, 
1941, the composer’s original version was restored and performed by D.F.Shafran 
in Moscow9.  

Tchaikovsky couldn’t fully describe the meaning of rococo. So when he asked his 
friend Fitzenhagen, he explained it meant joyful and exciting. I think he entitled his 
work Rococo with its meaning of elegance and playfulness in mind. And it is a 
piece that can express Rococo style characteristics. In my opinion for instance, 
main theme is simple, yet elegant. Variation I gives me the impression of humor-
ous tone. Trills at 8th bar in Variation I sound like laughter.  Variation III is like 
couple in love singing. Variation IV and V used Rococo style main characteristic, 
ornamentation, plentifully such as grace note, mordent and trills.    

                                                
5 http://www.encyclopedia.com/topic/Alessandro_Scarlatti.aspx#1-1E1:Scarlatt-full 
6 Ralph Hill. The Concerto. p 438 
7 Yo-Yo Ma a Biography by Jim Whiting. p 64    
8 Tchaikovsky The Crisis Years 1874-1878 by David Brown. p 117-123 
9 http://wiki.tchaikovsky-research.net/wiki/Variations_on_a_Rococo_Theme  
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2.1 The study on the Variations on a Rococo theme, 
Op.33, for cello and orchestra by P.I.Tchaikovsky
  
The piece is scored for a reduced orchestra consisting of pairs of each of the four 
basic woodwind instruments, two horns and the strings and consists of a main 
theme and seven variations10. Variations don’t shift easily; however, they’re con-
nected by the composer’s “beloved” wind instrument centered parts. Part of the 
difficulty of the piece lies in this seemingly disingenuous format involving eight 
sections that follow one another without a break, devoid of the usual extended or-
chestral tuttis allowing the soloist to rest for a few moments. The soloist is also 
challenged by mostly having to play without a break through eight variations. 

 

 

Moderato assai quasi Andante - Thema: Moderato semplice  

Var. I: Tempo della Thema  

Var. II: Tempo della Thema  

Var. III: Andante sostenuto  

Var. IV: Andante grazioso  

Var. V: Allegro moderato  

Var. VI: Andante  

Var. VII e Coda: Allegro vivo  

Tchaikovsky depicted general concept of the work in the theme. The orchestra 
comes in with a brief introduction and develops the intonation of quint and sextet 
jumps with sequence going up on sekunds/seconds which portrayed ardent desire 
to overcome one’s heart struggle.  

This sequence goes by alternating tones and reaches the culmination of the thema 
at 4th bar, then goes back down to the normal tonal notes. (6th bar) From 9th to 12th 
bar, with pizzicato it shifts into dreamy valtorna solo. Valtorna solo goes on for 10 
bars and thema starts. Theme consists of two parts with contrasts.  First part is 
played in strings, at first eight bars, developing with alternating tone sequence and 
in second part goes back to its key notes with string pizzicato. Theme is ended with 
valtorna in D major. Going through irregular functions and pulling back at the end 
of the phrases with even functions made the theme light and elegant, yet it has a 
feeling of curiosity in matters.   

Even though theme doesn’t require technical skills from the musician, it demands 
the musician to play with free mind. Theme used piano forte, crescendo, diminuen-
do, accent, legato and staccato so that it requires the performer many transfor-
mations in sound (right hand technique). Character of staccato in theme is high-
lighted so it depicts playfulness.   

The part played by woodwind instruments in between main thema and 1st varia-
tions is an orchestral refrain which separates variations. This repeating refrain 
throughout the composition is the binding characteristics of this piece. At the end 

                                                
10 Tchaikovsky Thematic and bibliographical catalogue of works. VKR. p 418 
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of this section, cello part playing at DD-D-T chords’ keynotes starts the 1st varia-
tions. 

I played the thema in my own way, changing the strokes. For instance, starting the 
thema, I used the pushing bow technique which is used by most musicians and at 
1st bar it was played with staccato bow stroke, without the legato. (As in the com-
poser’s handwriting) When playing it over, however, staccato stroke was used with 
legato.  

At the 5th bar of second part of the thema, I changed the stroke as above.  Doing 
so, I understood that in order to perform the thema in a graceful way, musicians 
need to make appropriate stroke changes.   

 
 
In my opinion many young gifted musicians play the thema with same stroke repe-
tition. However I can’t say it’s the wrong way, while I was working on the piece 
for many hours, I felt that playing the first and second parts’ repetitions in same 
strokes makes the thema boring and loses its graceful air. Sense varies for each 
musician and different strokes are chosen to play by individual performers. There-
fore not everyone has to agree with me. This is just what I personally think. 
Although it can be played in an elegant way, using the same stroke, I felt that it 
was too boring. Plus I understood that in order to produce much refined tone, con-
trolling the right hand press is very important.  

I learned this piece while I was studying in Mongolia. At that time, I played with 
my old technique, strong right hand press with rapid left hand vibration.  But after I 
came to Sweden to study, I had my first master’s class with Professor Ola Karls-
son. After the lesson I realized that I need to change my old technique. Main prob-
lem in my previous playing technique was my right arm. My grip was tight, so my 
right arm gets tired easily. It makes very harsh sounds which was unpleasant to the 
listener. My teacher Ola Karlsson warned me about this on our first lesson.  As for 
my left arm, its grip was also tight and made small and rapid vibrations. Therefore, 
I learned how to loosen grip on my right arm and changing into bigger and wider 
vibration on my left arm.  

 

I chose Variations on a Rococo theme for the class. I think The main thema and 1st 
variations are the simplest, yet the most difficult part in order to play this piece in 
an elegant way. 
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Variation I. Tempo della Therria 
This variation doesn’t change in meters and tonality. It uses the rhythm of the the-
ma, coupled with movement of septet, sextet set by seconds at 16th note triplet. 
Light strokes and coupling staccato with legato showed this variation’s elegance 
and exquisiteness. This variation differs from other variations by its graceful play-
ing. As of structure, the variation consists of two parts with reprises.  

Starting from second part of the 1st variation orchestra plays the second part of the 
thema with solo cello elaborating. This goes on for the first four bars of second part 
and from next phrase; first part is repeated thus ending the part. 1st variation re-
quires musical sense and technical skills from the cellist.  It demands the cellist 
having learned jumping dynamics of staccato as well. The variation has light, live-
ly, somehow playful nuance to it. I worked mainly on very structured finger posi-
tions. Finger positions are very important for all the musical works. Correct finger 
positions and matching the musician’s hand size is particularly important for the 
works, requiring technical skill.  

As I observed, some musicians and professors demands the student to play in 
his/her own way, claiming his/her finger positions and strokes are the best way. 
Experienced instructors and musicians advise their students to use finger position 
and stroke which they think is the right one. However, I believe, because of musi-
cians’ different sized fingers and hands, this is not the right approach. So it is im-
portant to choose the finger position and strokes according to one’s finger and hand 
size. Even though there are many talented musicians these days, we’ve got to un-
derstand that they’re different. In my opinion, we can see the difference in individ-
ual musicians who are different in body weight, height, and hand size, length of 
their fingers, sex and personality. I hope you’d understand that I am not talking 
about good and bad differences. Now let me explain my finger positions. (Details 
are shown in notes.)  

For instance, d, c sharp, b, first 3 notes of 4 trios at 1st bar of 1st variations, were 
played with 1st finger, first b sharp of 4 trios played with 2nd fingers at D string. 
At first dol of 2nd bar, finger is shifted to A string.  Some musicians might find 
this finger possitions not smart. There are musicians who play without making long 
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jumps on D and G strings at 1st, 2nd, 7th and 8th bar. 

 
But I only shifted to G string at e note , the last note of 2nd trio at 16th bar. Other 
than that, I positioned my fingers at A and D strings.  

People might wonder why I chose this difficult finger positions and that I could’ve 
chosen the easier way. I will answer that not every musicians has to play in a same 
way. The reason why I chose this finger position is because it helped me to show 
the playful air of the 1st variations. The finger positions that I chose to play at 7th 
and 8th bar, in particular, is not simple. I could’ve positioned my fingers on la and 
re strings and play terts, quart, qwint and octave jumps between trios and between 
notes with ease. However, it seemed too boring that it couldn’t express the varia-
tion’s character in full. So by positioning my finger on la string alone and making 
those jumps clear, it defined playful and humorous character of the variation, just 
as i imagined. 

 

Variation II. Tempo Della Thema  
This variation represents completely different character than 1st variation.  Alt-
hough it doesn’t change in meters and tonality, using 16th and 32nd note requires 
some technical skill from the musician.  

The composer wrote this variation as a conversation between orchestra and the 
cellist. Staccato is used same as in 1st variation. Basically the composer used stac-
cato in the variations that requires technical skill from the musician. Like the pre-
vious variation, it has two parts with two repetitions.  In the main theme and 1st 
variation, orchestra plays as accompaniment to the cellist, however, in this varia-
tion it plays as equal role as the cellist. Cello and orchestra’s first violins, flutes and 
bassoon play the thema partially in canon way which reminds of Russian folk song, 
dance and holiday by stressed note distinction. This variation goes on with full of 
emotion and energy. It requires more skill. It is a skill to play legato with staccato.  
At the end of this variation, orchestral refrain and the cello part appears. The area I 
worked on most is, of course, staccato with legato. Staccato with legato which 
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Tchaikovsky used in Variation II, could be considered challenging that demands 
right hand technique from the cellist.  There are many ways to perform staccato 
with legato such as finger movement, wrist movement, forearm movement and arm 
movement and cellists use their own preferred movement for it. As for me, when I 
first played this piece, I used staccato without legato. It wouldn’t alter the character 
of the variation; however, as I watched videos of cellists who played the piece one 
thing that caught my eye was Russian cellists always used the staccato with lega-
to11. After I listened to that, I realized this way, characteristics of this variation is 
better expressed. To learn the technique, I’ve studied different cellists playing. For 
instance, my first teacher, cellist Dulamsuren Sh., my teacher  Vladimer Power and 
Spanish cellist Asier Polo each has different techniques. My first teacher, when 
playing legato with staccato, used a technique which employed dynamic movement 
of thumb and index finger. Vladimer Power’s legato with staccato technique was 
shaking movement of whole right arm, different from finger and wrist movement 
technique. Aiser Polo, a Spanish cellist, showed it with dynamic wrist movement. I 
think the technique my teacher suggested was really helpful as well. This technique 
is wrist movement and forearm shaking movement. It was fairly easy for me to 
learn.  Legato with staccato method is hard to explain in words. It is more easy to 
show it on the cello 
 

 
 

Variation III. Andante sostenuto 
This variation differs from previous variations in its tonality, character rhythm, 
form and its invoice. As for the structure, it’s written in simple three parts. As for 
the tonality, first two bars from the thema are played at C major. Although main 
melody is similar, it seems completely different from thema. This variation is more 
lyrical and dreamy and has more chants. This variation has plenty of aspiration, 
action and emotion. It has distinct low and high tones as well. Here orchestra is 
more like an accompaniment. In this variation, tonal organ paragraph is used. 
(Constant low note when in composition, other sound and notes are changing into 
higher notes). For example, first four bars.  

In the second part, it shifts into B major which is contrasting to the first part. In the 
second part, you can feel more emotion and aspiration. Putting oboe and clarinet 
for solo intensifies the emotion. Distinction between low and high tones at every 
bar expresses more excitement. Starting from 11th bar, it plays downward se-
quence, and then at 13th bar, rising sequence is played for two bars which are con-

                                                
11  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jnY3alSdhb4  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWFMF9xczts  
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nected to the second part.  At 11th bar, C major gets dominant so that the third part 
is played at C major. First 12 bars of 3rd part are played same as the first part.  

In orchestra, flute and clarinet comes as solo which makes the character livelier. 
Like the first part, first bars are played at tonal organ paragraphs. Peak of Variation 
III expressed through cello solo at 57th to 64th bar. The composer articulated this 8 
bar-solo with thrilling recitatives.  At the end, melting away melody is played by 
the solo cello. This variation demands delicate sense from the cellist. The musician 
plays this variation with his own feeling. This variation shows how wonderful 
sound cello makes. As a cellist, one thing I learned from this variation is how to 
make beautiful sounds with my cello. I believe every musician make its own 
unique sound like people have different personality. Sound can change based on 
cellists’ gender, weight, height and which part of the fingertip is touching the 
strings, how vibrato is made, if right hand is handling the bow properly, pressure, 
index finger position, even the cellists’ mood. Of course, the instrument and the 
bow quality affects the sound, but I believe above mentioned factors have great 
influence on sound. The cellist’s hard work also affects in making beautiful 
sounds. Right or perfect sound can be acquired through many years of systematic 
practice and effort. As for me, before I came to Sweden, I already had my own 
sound. But I realized it had some error, so I improved my technique. For instance, I 
changed my right hand grip and my relation with the bow. I used to play with tight 
grip which I changed into a free and lighter movement. My fingers on bow was too 
stretched out, and my wrist movement too shaky. So I fixed them. My left hand 
vibrato was either short with fast movement or long with slow movement. I 
changed it into wide fast movement. My fingertip position on strings was too up-
right, so I made it slightly vertical. Making these changes, my sound became more 
beautiful. Making these changes advised by my peers, my first teacher Dulamsuren 
and my teacher Ola Karlsson, my sound got much better. Before these changes, I 
think my cello sounded stiff, heavy and forced. It wasn’t pleasant to the audience 
and in big concert hall, it only sounded loud to me, not in an entire hall. Now 
sound is smooth yet strong and is pleasant to hear both for me and audience as 
well. I paid close attention to left hand vibrato while working on this variation. For 
example, for vibrato at first g note of first bar, created with 2nd finger, I produced 
medium vibrato which is neither too wide and slow, nor too fast and small. At e 
note, a second note of first bar, I created vibrato with 1st finger; at f note, first note 
of second bar, vibration was produced with 2nd finger and I played with continu-
ous vibrato between these two notes.  In my view, sound became more alive and 
vibrant this way. I tried to employ vibrato on every note. Of course it is not a good 
idea to play with same vibrato on every note. Variation can be better interpreted if 
different vibratos are made according to nuance and marks on each note. For ex-
ample, the reason why I made faster and more active vibration on first note, g of 9th 
bar, playing with 4th finger is because there is a piano (p) mark on that note. By 
doing so, difference between high and low pitch was distinct.  

When playing variation III, at forte (f) and fortissimo (ff) parts, at 14th and 
33 to 36 bars to be exact, I played with big and wide vibrato. It sounded very fine 
and wide. On the contrary, I made small and active vibrato on piano (p) and pianis-
simo (pp) parts. For example, at first notes of 9th, 25 to 27th, 43rd, 47th bar in partic-
ular, I made rapid and dynamic vibrato. Playing with this kind of varying vibrato, 
variation III was more appealing and difference between high and low pitch was 
better heard. 	  
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Variation IV. Andante grazioso  
Techniques of this variation differ with its elegance (staccato, spiccato, melisma, 
grace note, flageolet). This variation expresses the rococo style more with its play-
fulness, elegance and grace. As for its tonality, it’s written in A major. For its 
structure, it has three parts.  

At first and second part of the variation, it is similar to the first two parts of the 
main theme. Between the parts, refrain is played by woodwind instruments. This 
variation is considered technically challenging since requires precise, delicate 
techniques from the cellist. Plus this variation differs in its playfulness which 
makes it similar to scherzo. This variation demands both right and left hand tech-
nique from the cellist. For example, it made it easier to play and express the char-
acter of this variation by keeping my finger movement and position right at 1st - 
5th bar grace note played at left hand and from 3rd dol at E major passage rising 
from below. When playing passage at mi major rising from 3rd dol at 14th bar, first 
I played with detachè  stroke12 then gradually shifted to spiccato stroke13. Then at 
3rd and 4th dol at 16th bar and 1st and 2nd dol at 17th bar which are high e note, I 
shifted into sautillè stroke14 and at 17th, 18th and 19th bar I played with sautillè 
stroke. At 20th bar, I played with spiccato stroke. Since ritenuta at 20th bar, cres-
cendo at 1st and 2nd note, diminuendo at 3rd and 4th note is played, when shifting 
from sautillè stroke, played with wrist movement, to spiccato stroke; I stopped 
wrist movement and played with my whole arm. By doing so, crescendo, diminu-
endo and ritenutor were expressed clearly. Those strokes are played again at 32nd to 
38th bar at C sharp major. When playing those passages, I could use only spiccato 
or sautillè stroke. But using detachè ,spiccato , sautillè strokes, it has become more 
interesting and defined the variation’s characteristics more clearly. It was easier for 
me to play as well. When working on musical piece, musicians should study the 
strokes that composer used and think about which strokes to use to fully express 
the piece’s unique characteristics.  

                                                
12 Detachè is played smoothly, without separation between notes. The bow direction alter-
nates with each note 
13 Spiccato is a bowing technique for string instruments in which the bow bounces lightly 
upon the string 
14 Sautillè: A bowstroke played rapidly in the middle of the bow, one bowstroke per note, 
so that the bow bounces very slightly off the string 
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Variation V. Allegro Moderato  
In this variation the orchestra plays the main theme and the cello play it up with 
trill. After the first part of the thema is played, the cello links it to the orchestral 
tutti and second part by playing with downward sequence. In first cadenza, using 
the passage, the composer wrote it as a conversation which requires quick left hand 
technique from the musician. After the first cadenza, cello ornate with trill and the 
orchestra plays the main theme melody.   

Before the last cadenza of Variation V, refrain is played in orchestra. Here organ 
paragraph is used as well. Second cadenza used chords, staccato and pizzicato as a 
contrast to the previous cadenza which gave it playwright characteristics.  

Like variation IV this variation is considered challenging which requires good 
technical skill from the musician. It has usual two parts and as for the harmonics, it 
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used T, D, S, II, T organ paragraph. In the last part of second cadenza, largamente, 
the cello dramatic recitative solo with intonation, similar to German recitative15 
from 3rd movement of Tchaikovky’s The Queen of Spades is played. This variation 
requires quick and light movement of left hand fingers. For instance, first 8 bars 
which is played with trill at left hand and 11th bar played after first cadenza. 

 

 

  

 

What I worked on most in this variation is organized movement of my left hand 
fingers. What I mean is when I played it before, my fingers were stretched out and 
it looked like I was having problem. I think by organizing my finger movement, by 
drawing together my finger position on the strings, made it easier to play the parts 
with trill and the cadenza. Every musician has their own technique which looks 
different to audiences. For example, the cellist I respect the most, Truls Mark plays 

                                                
15 Tchaikovsky Thematic and bibliographical catalogue of works. VKR. p 173  
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with stretched out finger movement. On the other hand, my teacher Ola Karlsson’s 
finger position is organized and drawn together. I learned my teacher’s finger posi-
tion which helped me not only on this variation, but only on other works as well. 
Another technique I learned is right hand movement shifting from one string to 
another. This is also very important technique. By doing this technique well, ca-
denza is well performed. For example, the right hand movements at first cadenza, 
shifting from C to D string and from G to A string. For this kind of shift-
ing/jumping passages and chords, having the right hand position and movement is 
important. Elbow position is important for right hand movement shifting from 
string to string. My teacher Ola Karlsson calls this movement an elevator (hiss). 
Learning this made it easier to work on other works as well.  

 

 

 
 

Variation VI. Andante 
 Out of seven variations, variation III and VI are both written in slow 
tempo, but they each express different characteristics. This variation, written in Re 
Minor, differs from Variation III with its deep feeling and blues. This variation 
could be considered as his best artistic depiction.  

It has as usual two parts.  

At the end of the variation, cello solo with downward sequence is connected with 
orchestral refrain. This variation is completely different from third variation, so it 
required careful attention. Vibrato at left hand has to be wide and sentimental, not 
fast and energized. Also when playing the shifting notes, you have to be delicate, 
not sharp. For instance, shift from last d note at 3rd bar to first b flat  note at 4th 
bar, shift from last f note at 16th bar to first c note of 17th bar. Shaky movement on 
these is very risky.  

So avoiding this risk is left hand elbow movement just like the one I explained in 
5th variation.  

For example, when shifting from d note at 3rd bar to b flat at 4th bar, when playing 
d note, and just before shifting to b flat note, slightly moving the left elbow up 
makes more beautiful sound than moving your whole arm to make shifts. Same 
technique applies to 16th to 17th bar. Another idea is making vibrato on d note at 
3rd bar and f note at 16th bar is rather helpful.   
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Variation VII. Allegro vivo e coda  
This variation is considered as the most difficult for the solo musician. Because in 
this variation, a wide range of technical possibilities are used.  Wide range of inter-
val is used skillfully. As for the strokes, double notes and chords such as staccato, 
spiccato, trill, quint, sextet and octaves are used which made this variation more 
challenging than the other ones. Tonality is written in A major. As for the structure, 
it has three parts.  

In variation VII, rhythm from the thema is altered, but intonation is written un-
changed. Character became more conflicted. Cello playing as conversation with the 
orchestra made it more conflictive. Distinctive conflict, chromatic scale, organ 
paragraph sequence is used. This variation requires all of the techniques used in 
other variations. As I mentioned, organized, drawn together finger positions, right 
hand contact with strings, elbow movement, left hand fingers’ smooth, firm 
movement all are inclusive in this variation.   
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If I used my old technique on this variation, I couldn’t have performed with perfect 
technique. It is impossible to play this variation with high technical skill when 
playing with unorganized movement of left hand and firm hold of right hand. At 
the end of this variation, at 61, 62, 63rd bar, it’s played with octaves. When playing 
these octaves, one thing I learned is cellists play the base note with their thumbs. 
When I was in Mongolia, I used to play with my thumb tip. Now I play With the 
part of the thumb that is slightly on the upper side of the knuckle. It was way much 
easier. Sound was clear; it decreased the risk of missing the note. Thus, I made 
several technical changes in my performance, so I believe I improved a whole lot. 

 

 

Conclusion 
Studying the Variations on a Rococo theme, by Tchaikovsky, I reached some con-
clusion. In my opinion this piece is considered one of the best works for cello, writ-
ten by famous composers. It is proven that this work requires precise technical skill 
and delicate sense. Doing analysis on each variation, I acquired more information 
about this work. Starting from main thema, each of its variation has their own 
character and requires different set of skills.  

In the first variation, using legato and light strokes, delicate, elegance and playful-
ness is expressed nicely. With these, it requires high technical skill from the musi-
cian.   

In second variation, staccato and legato strokes are used. This variation possesses 
folk song and dance characteristics. Playing it as a conversation between the cello 
and the orchestra made more like Russian folk song melody. The composer used 
staccato stroke with legato in every variation which made this piece very challeng-
ing for the musicians. 

Third variation is lighter, full of love and passion. You can call it the “Love Ro-
mance”.  

Fourth variation completely fits in to the rococo style. Symbol of rococo, melism, 
grace note, staccato are used to make it sound more graceful. Using the highest 
pitch to the lowest pitch made it more ornamental as well.  

Fifth variation was more dramatic. Cadenzas with double characteristics of solo 
made it more furious.  

Sixth variation could be the best musical depiction the composer made. It has sad 
emotion, almost like lament.  

Seventh variation comes out as person’s happiness after the sad emotion and pub-
lic’s joy. It utilizes all the techniques from previous variations so, it’s very chal-
lenging, yet very rich in emotion. It requires an excellent skill from a cellist to play 
this piece. This variations by P.I. Tchaikovsky demonstrated the range of the cello 
and proved that the cello makes the most graceful sound out of all the musical in-
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strument. It challenges the cellist with its complex techniques. That’s the reason 
why this work is well received by the cellists of all times. I’m sure that the tech-
niques I learned from this work definitely would help me with the other big works. 
I would say working on each variation was a good lesson and experience for me.  

I’d like to point out that this piece opened my eyes and ears to many different, yet 
wonderful sounds that cello makes.    Working on this musical work, I made fol-
lowing conclusions. I gained thorough knowledge about this piece. I realized that 
choosing left hand positioning wisely can be very efficient and that it is possible to 
thoroughly study a musical work in short amount of time. I understood that right 
finger position is important in perfect performance and interpretation of a piece. I 
realized that different left hand vibrato is important in interpreting characters of 
variations. I learned to make different kinds of vibratos such as big and wide, big, 
rapid, small and very rapid vibrato. I gained valuable experience on different vibra-
tos for my next pieces. The most important discovery I made was that I learned to 
play with precise speed and force of right hand bow movement. In my personal 
view, which I realized through many years of observation, string players’ main 
issue is in right hand. As for me, my right hand, bow hand in other words was my 
problem.  I used to hold the bow too tight, put too much pressure and played with 
wrong speed. I was often found myself tired and instead of enjoying the sound I 
made, there were instances where I disliked playing. But now my right hand hold 
has improved and has gotten much softer and I feel my bow speed and pressure 
force is much better. I can’t say working on Variations on Rococo style alone has 
improved my skills. At Royal College of Music of Sweden, my skills were con-
stantly improved with my hard work as well as my teacher Ola Karlsson’s effort, 
working on many different musical works. I believe that this is the biggest accom-
plishment for me. I am hundred percent sure that I can play this work at higher 
level and with better technical skills.  
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         Fig1 http://www.schloss-solitude.de/en/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

      Fig 2  

http://hdimages4desktop.blogspot.sg/2013/12/the-chinese-palace-at- oranienbaum.html 
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 Fig 3    

http://hdimages4desktop.blogspot.sg/2013/12/the-chinese-palace-at- 

oranienbaum.html 

 

 

 
Fig 4. Antonie Watteau (1684-1721), Pilgrimage to Cythera, 1717 
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Fig 5. Francois Boucher (1703-1770) Portrait of the Marquise de Pompadour, 1758 
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Fig 6. Jean-Honore Fragonard (1732–1806), The Swing, 1767 
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Fig 7. Etienne Maurice Falconet (1716-1791), Seated cupid, 1757 
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